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Abstract

The neural nellvork approach on forecasting Carbon
Monoxide concentration is one topic ofair quality research
due to the health effects caused by Carbon Monoxide
gasses in urban area. The neural network approach on
forecasting time series is not new. However most of the
existing are based on offline techniques. This paper
proposes an online neural network approach to forecast
Carbon Monoxide concentration. In this research, we
investigate the performance of two different Radial Basis
Function (RBF) neural network architectures (Single Model
and Multiple Model) in forecasting multiple steps ahead
Carbon Monoxide concentration. The RBF network is
trained by using Adaptive Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
algorithm lind Exponential Weighted Recursive Least
Square Algorithm. For evaluation purpose, we use Carbon
MonOXide concentration time series and meteorological
~ata from air quality monitoring station at Sekolah
;M.enengah Victoria, Wi/ayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur
,~lven by Alam Sekitar Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. The performance
~f eac~ m~del is~ indicated in the terms of coefficient of
~etenmnatlon (R") between observed and forecast values.
J!:~ results showed that the best forecast can be achieved
liS",g the SinfJle Model

A lot of researches have been carried out to detennine the
factors which control CO concentrations in order to enable
the development of tools for forecasting the resulting
pollutant concentrations. One approach is to predict future
concentrations by using statistical model which attempt to
determine the underlying relationship between input data
and targets. An example of statistical approach is regression
analysis. It has been applied to CO modeling and prediction
in a number of studies [2];[8].

Another method in statistical modeling is Artificial Neural
Network (ANN). It is well known that ANN can model
nonlinear systems and it has been used to model Sulphur
Dioxide concentrations in Slovenia [1] and to model PM2.5

concentrations in Santiago; Chile [6]. In this paper; ANN
was used to model and predict hourly CO concentrations
from readily observable CO data and local meteorological
data.

Approach and Methods

Data

The data for our investigation were obtained from Alam
~d:~t:'a~ ~A:'ah~'~~'a Sd~ B.h,~. (ASMA,\ t-.f~"'~"S1'a. Th.~c:e ~h~?:

such as temperature, wind speed wind direction. The
data from 1st January 2001 to 5th May 2001 (3000 data)
were selected from a site operating at Sekolah Menengah
Victoria, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur (SMV Data).
These data are classified by ASMA as CO concentration
data in the traffic area. For these data; the average
concentration is 2.73 ppm, the maximum is 13.85 ppm and
the. standard deviation is 1.64.

It -is an established fact that atmospheric pollution depends
strongly on meteorological conditions such as wind speed
and temperature. In addition to this; we also investigate the
effect of these meteorological parameters to the CO
concentrations by calculating the cross correlation

{'MonoX~de (CO) are emitted into the urban
"' odmamly from vehicle exhausts. CO is a

•.... borle~s but poisonous. gas, a product of
"~. ummg of hydrocarbon based fuels. CO
y.a carbon atom and an oxygen atom linked

.:,O? Monoxide Forecasting, Neural Networks; Online
.• lque.
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and N is the number ofdata.

coefficient between CO concentrations and wind speed time
series and between CO concentrations and temperature time
series. The cross correlation coefficient, Cab between series
Sa and S" is defined as [6]:

We found that the cross correlation coefficient between CO
and temperature is -0.004 and between CO and wind speed,
there is an anti correlation of -0.128. From the result, we
can conclude that there was a very small correlation
between CO concentrations and temperature but there was
strong correlation between CO and wind speed. There
exists an anti correlation between CO and wind speed
because of strong winds will imply unfavorable conditions
for particle accumulation in a given region. (5)

f=nt/

t(f(t))2
R 2 =1- __'=_"t

;;...1---

n,

L{y{t)- yy

Forecasting Performance

Ding, Canu and Denceux [3] stress that the selection of
input lag and the structure of neural network have strong
impact on the forecaster performance. In parallel to this, an
analysis on input selection and network structure must be
made. In this research both models (Single and Multiple
Model) have gone through two analyses, first to determine
the best input lag and second to determine the correct
number of RBF centers. Both analyses were made by
replacing other RBF parameters with the typical values [5].
Both models were trained and tested on the SMV Data. The
perfonnance of each model is indicated in terms of
coefficient of determination (R2

) given by

wher:e f(t) and y(t) are estimated error and observed value

at time t, y is the average observed value, n(l and nt are

the first and the last test data respectively.

Single Model

The analysis to find out the best input lags for Single Model
gave results as in Figure 1.

In this stud~. the numbe~ of steps ahead to be forecasted hq
been restrIcted to eIght. There are three d'ffi

. l~~
archItectures t~at can be used to. detennine multiple steps
ahead forecastmg. The first archItecture is to use a s' I. mge
RBF to forecast CO value at tIme t+1 and the forecast val
'h d . r: ue
IS t en use as a new mput t? loreca~t CO value at 1+2,1+3
and so on. The second architecture IS to use a single RBF
with as many outputs as values to forecast. The third
architecture is to train a number of n RBF, one for each
value to forecast. In this research, we have decided to use
the first architecture (Single Model) and the third
architecture (Multiple Model) as CO predictors.

(I)

Neural Network Predictors

The standard neural network method of performing time
series prediction is to induce the function f in a standard
eed forward neural network architecture, using aset of N
Llples as inputs and a single output as the target value of the

network. By using this method, the online forecasting on
CO concentrations by using neural network was made. In
the online technique, the network parameters are always
updated whenever they receive new input. These make
online technique yields better performance compared to
offline technique.

There exists a lot of neural network architectures. However
majority of the neural network based forecasters use the
feed forward Multilayer Perceptron neural network [7]. In
this paper, Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network
with Adaptive Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Algoritlun [5]
and Exponential Weighted Recursive Least Square
Algorithm [4] have been used to model the CO
concentrations time series. The RBF network and the
algorithms were chosen because it can be implemented in

-the online tecImique. Details about RBF neural network and
the algorithms mentioned can be found in [5].

From Figure 1, it can be concluded that the performance of
Single Model depends on the selection of input lags. It can
be noted that the R2 value change when the input lags
change. Apart from that the performance of model in
multiple steps ahead forecasting was faded when the
numbers of input lags used is smaller than 25. However
model seems to perform well while operating in the range
of input lags from 25 to 40. Further increase in the number
of la&s g.reater than 40 da not give much benefit to the
model, in fact it deterioration the model performance. Three
input lags which results the highest RZ value for every step
ahead prediction were selected and shown in Table 1.
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Table 2: The Highest R: Value Achieved For Each Lag

can be achieved by using input lags (t-l )(1-2)(1-3) ... (t
29)(t-30) and the number ofcenter 47.

64
3

0.76
0.48
0.43
0.41
0.42
0.42
0.44
0.43

0.50
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0.52
0.52
0.51
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0.51
0.49
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Step 2
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Ste 1
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Table I: Sekctetl InpurLags -ForSingle Moder

Number

3

Figure 2 shows that every lag has similar plot. Thus it can
be concluded that the RBF network needs number of
centers greater than 25 in order to perform well. However.
the use of large number of centers must be avoided because
it can degrade the model performance in terms of time
consuming. Table 2 shows the highest R2 value achieved

r each lag. From this result, the best model performance

The selected input lags was then used in the analysis to find
out the correct number of RBF centers. This analysis yields
the results shown in the Figure 2 below.

Graph ~ versus Number of Input Lag (Single Mode~
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Figure 1: Graph R:! Value versus Number ofInput Lag (Single Model)
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Figure 2: Graph R:! Value versus Number a/RBF Center (Single Model)
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Multiple Model

The analysis to find out the best input lags by using
Multiple Model yields results shown in Figure 3. By
considering the graph plot in Figure 3. it can be noted that
Multiple Model is capable to perfonning one step ahead
prediction by just using two input lags. Nevertheless, the
model fail to perfonn well in multiple steps ahead
prediction and the R2 value for four and eight steps ahead
are around 0.1. However the perfonnance of the model
increases when the number of input lags increases. Overall
it can be concluded that the model gives. excellent
perfonnance at the number of input lags 20 to 38. Further
increase in the number of input lags will degrade the model
performance.

From the graph in Figure 3, a total of three input lags have
been identified to be used in the analysis to determine the
correct number of RBF center. Table 3 shows the selected
input lags for Multiple Model.

Table 4: The Highest R1 Value Achieved For Each Lag

LQ 2 3
Number of Center 32 44

Step I 0.73 0.75

Step 2 0.43 0.49
Step 3 0.39 0.46
Step 4 0.38 0.42

Step 5 0.39 0.41
Step 6 0.41 0.41
Step 7 0.41 0.40

Step 8 0.4 0.40

The result of analysis to find out the RBF center for
Multiple Model was given in Figure 4 below. Table 4
shows the highest R2 value achieved for each lag. From the
result, the best performance for Multiple Model can be

Graph R2 versus Number of Input Lags (Multiple Model)
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Figure 3: Graph R2 Value versus Number ofInput Lags (Multiple Model)
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Table 6: R! Valuefor Combined'Forecaster

1abJe 3: R: Value]or Wind Speed Forecaster

Input Lags RZ Value
Step 1 0.76
Step 2 0.56
Step.3 0.53
Step 4 0.53
Step 5 0.52
Step 6 0.51
Step 7 0.51
Step 8 0.51

I (I-1)(/-2)(t-3) (t-25)(/-26)Input Lags ...
Number of Center 47

Step 1 0.87
Step 2 0.80
Step 3 0.75
Step 4 0.71
Step 5 0.70
Step 6 0.70
Step 7 0.70
Step 8 0.70

As in CO foreca~ter, the analysis to determine the best i~put
lags and the best RBF network structure for wind speed
forecaster have also been carried out. Table 5 shows 'the R2

value achieved for wind speed forecasting. The result
shows that the optimized RBF structure to represent wind
speed forecasting can be achieved by using input lags of (1
1)(t-2)(/-3) ... (t-25)(t-26) with the number of30 centers.

By obsef'\; ing the results obtained [10m the Single Model
and the Multiple Model, it can be concluded that the Single
Model gives better performance as compared to the
Multiple Model. Therefore the Single Model will be used to
test the effect of considering the meteorological variables to
the model performance. This research aims to study the
effects of including wind speed data as an additional input
to the model. The effect of other meteorological parameters
such as wind direction and temperature was to be neglected
because there were no strong correlation showed between
them and the CO concentration. Because our aims is to
predict CO for eight steps ahead, the wind speed data for
eight steps ahead must be ready. To achieve this, the wind
speed value for eight steps ahead must be forecasted. We
have used the RBF network with the same algorithms used
to forecast CO concentration to forecast wind speed.

The wind speed forecaster was then combined with the
Single CO forecaster to perform two stages forecasting. The
input lags and the number of centers in both forecasters
have been set to the best value achieved in the two analysis
described earlier. In generalt the combined model can be
described as in Figure 5. The results obtained from the
combined forecaster in R2 value is shown in Table 6.

When using the Combined Forecaster, the R2 value
obtained for one and two steps ahead prediction are higher
than the R2 value obtained by the Single Model.
Nevertheless the R2 value obtained for three to eight steps
ahead prediction are slightly lower compared to the result
achieved by the Single Model. These can be explained by
the degree of exactne~s of wind speed forecasting. Because
of the strong correlation between wind speed and CO, a
small error in the forecasted wind speed can alter the
perfonnance of the CO forecaster.

...

w.-----...CO(t)
ws(t)

~co(t-nI---IWW·. .. .
ws(t-1) ---.----.:1

L- ~

ws(t-m)
ws(t-(m+1) t--........

Stage 1

Stage 2
m = Maximum Number of Lags (wind speed)

n = Maximum Number of Lags (carbon monoxide)

Figure 5: The Combined Wind Speed Forecaster and Carbon Monoxide Forecaster
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Conclusion

From the results, it can be concluded that the Single Model
and the Multiple Model can perform well in one step ahead
prediction but the single model give better performance in
multiple step ahead prediction. The performance of the
Single Model can be improved by including wind speed
data as additional input to forecast CO concentrations.

Overall the Radial Basis Function neural network has been
shown to be a useful tool for CO prediction. This work has
proved that the Radial Basis Function network can model
the relationship between past CO values with the present
value in a time series without any external guidance.
Consequently. this enables the model to be easily
constructed.
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